CIR93AXS3

smeg 90cm gas cooktop
SPACIOUS DESIGN

When space is not restrictive this wide 86cm hob offers five burners
ergonomically positioned for maximum benefit, with the possibility of
several styles of cooking at the one time.

ULTRA-RAPID TRIPLE BURNER

Conveniently and ergonomically positioned front-left, this versatile
burner, while being designed for perfect wok cooking, also suits
larger stock pots, saucepans and griddles.

RECTANGULAR FISH BURNER

Not only is this perfect for poaching whole and fillet fish, it is ideal
as an indoor barbecue with the use of a griddle plate over the
flame.
finish

stainless steel, cast-iron trivets

size

860mmW x 40mmH x 500mmD

capacity

48.7mj/hour max over five burners —
ultra rapid triple burner (15mj/hr), rapid
(11.5mj/hr), rectangular (11.4mj/hr, semi
rapid (6mj/hr), auxiliary (4.8mj/hr)

SIMMER CONTROL

All burner, including the ultra-rapid triple burner, can be adjusted
down to a very low, safe flame for the most gentle low heat simmers.

AUXILIARY BURNER

installation

topmount

Perfectly positioned, this small, multi-purpose burner is accessorised
with a pot rest to accommodate even the smallest of utensils, such as
a coffee percolator or one-cup espresso maker.

ignition

automatic electronic

ELECTRONIC IGNITION

safety

flame failure device fitted to each burner

gas input

set for natural gas: regulator supplied
adaptable for ULPG: no regulator required

accessories

three cast-iron, heavy-duty trivets for full hob
cover, wok stand, pot rest

package
dimensions

930mm x 550mm x 120mm

net weight

20.1kg

gross weight

21.3kg

warranty

two years parts and labour

The cooktop is connected with a power cord of 1.3 metre length
to be plugged into a GPO located according to installation
requirements below the benchline. This supplies a continuous stored
charge to spark the gas supply to the individual burner of your
choice.

LOW MAINTENANCE

The seamless hob design allows for easy wipe-over cleaning and
generous catchment of spills and accidental boilovers. Trivets, burner
assemblies, wok stand and pot rest are all removable for easy
cleaning.

INSTALLATION

With only 30mm displacement into the benchtop, the cooktop
allows for easy installation over oven, cupboards or drawers.

CANALI DESIGN

This cooktop fits within a large and comprehensive range of Smeg
appliances with complementing aesthetics.

WARRANTY

Two years parts and labour.
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smeg 90cm gas cooktop

860
semi rapid
6 mj/hr

rapid
11.5 mj/hr

500

ultra-rapid
triple wok
15 mj/hr

fish burner
11.4 mj/hr

auxiliary
4.8 mj/hr

WARNING: technical specifications and product sizes can be varied by the manufacturer
without notice. cutouts for appliances should only be by physical product measurements. The
above information is indicative only.
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